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1 Motivation
In macroscopic travel demand modelling, distributions of the time travelled or the distance travelled are
used to evaluate how good a model fits in with observed sample data. Therefore, the comparison of
distributions is an essential part in the model validation process. Despite its importance the common
modelling guidelines from UK (W EBTAG [1]), USA (TRAVEL MODEL VALIDATION AND REASONABLENESS
CHECKING MANUAL [2]) or Austria (draft of QUALIVERMO [3]) furnish little information about the correct
structure and handling of such distributions. The following questions inevitably appear when validating
a model with distributions of time and distance:
 What indicator should be used for the classification?
 Which area is covered by the distribution?
 What is the reference for a comparison of distributions?
 How many classes should be distinguished? What is the appropriate size of each class? Should the
class size increase with the distance travelled? How to proceed with empty classes?
 What quality measure should be used when comparing two distributions? Should absolute or relative
frequencies or both be evaluated?
The lack of rules leads to individual solutions, which complicate a model validation and the comparison
of models. For example, when comparing two distributions the quality measure strongly depends on
the number of classes. Therefore, guidelines for model validation need to suggest an appropriate way
to determine the number of classes.
The paper addresses the questions above in order to provide a general guidance on how to handle trip
distance distributions and trip time distributions within the model validation process.

2 Selection of indicators for a classification
In a trip distance and a trip time distribution, the trips are assigned to discrete classes. This requires trip
volumes, distance and time values on the level of origin-destination-pairs (OD-pairs). If different modes
are considered, indicator values for distance and time may vary for each mode. This can lead to cases
where the trips of one OD-pair with mode-specific indicator values fall in different classes. Figure 1 (left)
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shows a case, where the demand for car and pedestrian trips is assigned to different classes although
they belong to the same OD-pair. Such cases occur frequently for trip time, but they can also occur for
trip distance, as public transport trips are often longer than car trips.
For comparing the distance-dependent modal share, the trips of one OD-pair should fall into the same
class. To achieve this, it is necessary to use a mode-independent indicator for the classification. In case
of trip distance distributions, the direct distance between the two centroids can serve as a “natural”
mode-independent indicator. For trip time distributions, such a “natural” mode-independent indicator
does not exist. An indicator weighted with the number of trips provides a solution for this. Figure 1 (right)
extends the example and determines a mean weighted trip time. As a result, both car and pedestrian
trips of one OD-pair now fall in the same class.

Figure 1:

Classification with a mode-specific indicator (left) and with a mode-independent
indicator (right).

A standardized classification requires rules for handling intrazonal trips. In a macroscopic travel demand
matrix the main diagonal represents the intrazonal trips. Since this part of the demand is not assigned
to the network model, indicators like trip time or trip distance cannot be calculated, but must be
estimated in such a way that they represent an average movement within a zone. Therefore, it is
advisable to exclude the main diagonal when comparing an observed and a modelled distance or time
distribution.
Nevertheless, this does not release the modellers from their obligation to check the intrazonal trips in a
separate analysis. Such an analysis should investigate the number and the modal split of intrazonal
trips. A separate examination for different zone sizes may also be possible.
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3 Selection of the study area and a reference distribution
A travel demand model computes demand for a defined study area. The model is calibrated with
observed data from a household travel survey. This survey ideally covers a sample of the population
from the entire study area. If the study area of the survey and the study area of the travel demand model
do not match completely, the comparison of observed and modelled values should only include trips
starting and ending in the common study area. This also means that observed trips leaving the common
study area have to be excluded from the survey when comparing the observed and the modelled
distributions. A comparison of two distributions is only meaningful if observed and modelled trips relate
to the same area.
Calibrating the destination choice of a travel demand model requires observed distance or time
distributions from a household travel survey as a reference distribution. Since interviewed persons tend
to round estimates of distance and time for their reported trips, it is recommended not to use reported
distance and time values directly from the survey. Instead, the distance and time values should be
computed with the model.
Besides a household travel survey, the base case of a calibrated travel demand model can also serve
as a reference. This is the case for comparisons of modelled scenarios, e.g. when analysing the
changes from a matrix estimation or checking the model behaviour in the context of realism or sensitivity
tests.

4 Selection of a classification method
4.1

Class width versus class size

Usually distribution classes are determined in such a way that the class width and a number of classes
are predefined. Based on the classification indicator the demand is then assigned to the resulting
classes. If the class width is the same across all distribution classes (and the number of classes is
infinite in an extreme case), the term "equidistant" distribution is used. However, in many cases
insufficiently populated classes are aggregated, resulting in classes of varying width.
A different approach defines the quantity of demand in each class and uses it to determine the class
width. The resulting classes vary in width but they are equally populated. This method of classifying
distributions is called "equiquantile" (based on e.g. PALUŠ [4]).
In the case of an equidistant classification, three questions need to be addressed:
 How large are the classes?
 How many classes should there be in total?
 Should classes be grouped together and, if so, from which class onwards?
On the other hand, the method of equiquantile distribution only raises the question about the number
of classes. For this reason, the equiquantile classification method is presented first. Based on this, a
procedure is explained to answer the question about the class width of equidistant distributions.
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4.2

Analysis with equiquantile classes

The class boundaries of this classification method are calculated using weighted quantiles, with the
elements of the indicator matrix representing the classification variable and the demand matrix elements
representing the weight.
Although all classes should have the same quantity, the actual demand per class may differ slightly
from the desired quantity. This may be due to the following reasons:
 A discrete demand does not necessarily have to be distributed completely and evenly across all
classes (  demand  mod  number of classes   0 ). As a result, at least one class has a greater
demand than other classes. The smaller the population, the greater the deviation from theoretically
equal classes. However, this effect is reduced, as the sample grows larger.
 An unfortunate weighting, i.e. a very strong demand on a relation, can also lead to a distortion.
 A rounding of class boundaries prior to classification can lead to shifts in demand between
neighbouring classes.
As mentioned above, the number of classes must be defined for the equiquantile classification. Dividing
the demand into 10% steps, i.e. into ten classes, is one possible pragmatic assumption. Figure 2 shows
a sample of a trip distance distribution. It is shown that each class has approximately the same number
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Figure 2:

Example of an equiquantile trip distance distribution.

Demand segments are a subset of the total demand. The different modes are often used as a basis for
segmenting. Other segmentations are also possible, e.g. based on the trip purpose or based on the trip
purpose with a certain mode. For reasons of simplicity, the following sections use the term demand
segment synonymous with the term mode.
Depending on the observed quantity of demand on the individual relations, varying class widths will
result. For example, the classification in short distance ranges is more detailed for the pedestrian mode
than for the mode car. For the comparison of a demand segment in different scenarios, it is advisable
to classify the demand segment on a uniform basis for the demand segment in question. Therefore, the
classification is determined once for the reference distribution and then preserved for all scenarios.
Figure 3 shows an example of an equiquantile trip distance distribution of the mode car for a realism
test, in which the number of inhabitants is changed by ±10% and ±20%. The reference distribution is
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the base case of a calibrated travel demand model. In the example it can be seen that in the case of
less inhabitants (80% or 90%) the demand, i.e. the amount of trips, decreases across all classes,
whereas in the lower distance classes there is a tendency to make fewer trips and in the larger distance
classes there is a tendency to make more trips. The opposite applies to the case with more inhabitants
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Figure 3:

Example of an equiquantile trip distance distribution of mode car with different
numbers of inhabitants.

Similar to the evaluation for each demand segment, it is possible to perform an evaluation of the total
demand (demand across all modes) to analyse the changes of the total demand in the different
distribution classes.
In addition, individual demand segments can also be presented with the classification of the total
demand. For example, a distance-dependent modal split (see Figure 4 (left)) or the development of
individual modes can be displayed in comparison to the total demand for different scenarios (see
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Figure 4 (right)).
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Figure 4:
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Left: example of an equiquantile trip distance distribution of all modes (distancedependent modal split),
Right: example of an equiquantile trip distance distribution of mode car and for the
total demand with different numbers of inhabitants.

Instead of an approximately equal number of trips per class, it is also possible to use the combination
of the number of trips and the trip distance (person distance travelled). This may be useful, as in some
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cases of the calibration process, it is more important to match the person distance travelled than the
actual number of trips. An equal number of trips in all distance classes leads to an increasing person
distance travelled with increasing distance class, as is shown in Figure 5 (left). Contrary Figure 5 (right)
shows a distribution where each class contains the same amount of person distance travelled, while
the number of trips is decreasing monotonously with increasing distance class. In comparison to a
“normal” equiquantile distribution (see Figure 5 (left)), it becomes obvious that the class width in the
short range distances increases while the long distance classes are displayed in greater detail.

Figure 5:
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Comparison of an equiquantile distribution according to the number of trips (left) and
an equiquantile distribution according to the person distance travelled (right).

4.3

Analysis with equidistant classes

As previously mentioned, the number of classes and the class width must be predefined for the
equidistant classification method. A common procedure to determine those parameters is Sturges’ rule
for constructing histograms, which is discussed e.g. by Hyndman [5].
Another way of determining the class width is to define the smallest class of the equiquantile distributed
total demand as the equidistant class width. This class width represents the smallest class with 10% of
the total demand. The number of classes is not important for a strictly equidistant distribution, i.e.
classes are created until the largest classification indicator is reached. However, in this case empty
classes may occur.
The segmentally equidistant classification can be regarded as a variation of the equidistant
classification. Here, the statistically unreliable, i.e. low-occupancy, classes are aggregated. However,
in order to use this classification method the questions about the number of classes, the size of the
grouped classes and the minimum occupancy of a class must be answered once again. QUALIVERMO
[3] specifies class widths for these cases:
 for metropolitan traffic in short distance areas: 2 km or 5 min,
 for regional and long-distance traffic: 5 km or 10 min.
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5 Selection of a quality measure for distribution comparisons
To check the congruence of two distributions they can be plotted in a common diagram. However, a
mere visual examination of congruence is often not adequate. A comparison of the distributions
parameters (e.g. mean, standard deviation) which describe their position, appearance and properties
may be insufficient, too. Statistical tests (e.g. Kolmogorov-Smirnoff-test) are not practical for their use
with macroscopic travel demand models, because due to the large sample size covered by a travel
demand model, the test criterion is very strict, which often results in a negative test result (i.e. the
distributions do not originate from a common population).
Measures of conformity consider the similarity of two distributions. The following measures are
presented and evaluated in the paper:
 Correlation coefficient,
 Euclidean distance,
 Root mean squared error,
 Theil’s Forecasting Accuracy Coefficient,
 Vortisch’s Measure of Distance and
 Coincidence Ratio.
It will be shown that Theil's Forecast Accuracy Coefficient and Vortisch’s Measure of Distance are
recommended because of their sophisticated analysis options. The Coincidence Ratio is supported by
the relatively user-friendly handling and by specific threshold values from the TRAVEL MODEL VALIDATION
AND

REASONABLENESS CHECKING MANUAL [2]. Furthermore, its value range from 0 to 1 speaks for a

straightforward interpretability.
A comparison of two distributions can either use relative or absolute frequencies. The choice of relative
or absolute frequencies influences the value of the measure of conformity. For this reason, a maximum
acceptable threshold for considering two distributions as similar requires a clarification, whether to use
absolute or relative frequencies. As distance and time distributions derived from surveys are usually
provided only as relative values, it is advisable to use relative frequencies. The absolute number of
generated trips should be checked directly after trip generation.

6 Conclusion and recommendations
Distributions are an important quality feature of macroscopic travel demand models. In the paper,
various classification and quality determination methods have been discussed. The paper concludes
with a suggestion of a procedure for creating and evaluating distributions:
 Recommendations for selecting a classification indicator for trip distance distributions and for trip
time distributions.
 Recommendations for determining the study area.
 Recommendations for choosing the reference distribution for each application.
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 Instructions for quality checks with equiquantile classes and how to proceed with equidistant
distributions.
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